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RECENSO selects COUNT to be exclusive sales partner

With the demand for Circular Resources increasing, markets start forming. Being a specialist in Circular Technologies, RECENSO chose COUNT Energy Trading as the Energy
and Renewables facilitator to become its exclusive sales partner for liquid products generated by its subsidiary CARBOLIQ from solid waste. First truckloads will be handled
before end of 2020.
The engineers of RECENSO have developed a process that makes it possible to convert
mixed and contaminated waste plastics into a liquid and universally usable hydrocarbon
mixture. The new resource can then be used by the chemical industry as a feedstock for
the production of virgin quality plastics. RECENSO’s plants for direct oiling work according
to the CARBOLIQ process and are unique in the world. Its industrial-scale pilot installation
is located at the waste treatment centre in Ennigerloh. It is designed to produce 2,500 tons
CARBOLIQ Resource (CLR) per annum with the capacity planned to be doubled next year.
Commitments published by most of the polymer producers to substitute significant volumes
of fossil-based by recycling-based feedstock have created a market for conversion products that is growing at high rates. To serve this market in an appropriate way CARBOLIQ
entered into an exclusive sales agreement with COUNT.
COUNT is highly experienced in handling and trading commodities in the Energy and Renewables industries. Together with the wide COUNT COMPANIES network, they offer a
full pallet of services including logistics, storage, arbitrage, financials, and sustainability
guidance in the market.
By partnering with RECENSO, COUNT is moving one step forward towards its sustainability goals: to valorize waste streams, and to make waste a profitable commodity!

About RECENSO
RECENSO GmbH, based in Remscheid, specializes in the design and implementation of
systems for resource recovery. The company offers advanced recycling solutions and thus
creates the conditions for an efficient circular economy and the intelligent use of secondary
raw materials. Its portfolio includes machines and systems for both physical (mechanical)
and chemical recycling using the CARBOLIQ process.
For more information follow RECENSO on LinkedIn
Or check their websites:
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About COUNT
COUNT, based in Rotterdam, Geneve, and Houston, is a team of trading experts in Energy products and Renewables, with the goal of bringing the market towards a more sustainable future. As the demand for greener solutions is growing in our industry, COUNT
offers cleaner alternatives to fossil-fuel-based products, such as CO2 Reduced Aromatics and Recycled feedstocks.
For more information follow COUNT on LinkedIn
Or check their Website: www.countcompanies.com

Contact:
RECENSO: Christian Haupts; email: presse@recenso.eu
COUNT: Jan-Willem Muller; e-mail: info@countcompanies.com
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